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Commodity Outlook
A Recordbreaking Month

April was a month of records. While strong and partly record-breaking pricing (CBOT corn and CBOT soy
oil) benefit farmers, the record fertiliser prices seen in early April and strong energy prices cut into
margins. Globally, inflation in many regions has reached its highest point in decades and passing on
costs to consumers is getting difficult.

Dairy

Opening milk price forecasts are around the corner. Despite weak global supply fundamentals, we
anticipate a wide range to capture the heightened uncertainties in market conditions. Global dairy
commodity prices presented a mixed bag in April 2022 as demand weakened.

Beef

RaboResearch anticipates that the North Island bull price will continue to hold around the current levels
in May. Global beef pricing remains strong amidst economic and supply chain pressure in key markets.

Sheepmeat

We anticipate that farmgate sheepmeat pricing will hold steady in May, supported by strong demand
from the US. Widespread lockdowns in China will likely impact New Zealand sheepmeat exports in May.

Downstream
Markets

Consumers need to brace for more food inflation as headline numbers hit decade highs. The potential
consumer response and volume reduction in food and beverage sales could be more pronounced in
emerging markets.

Farm Inputs

Global urea prices have fallen but we do not expect a sustained, or further, decline unless hostilities
cease in Ukraine, something that is considered unlikely in coming months.

FX/Interest
Rates

The NZD has weakened in past weeks against the USD. We maintain a strengthening of the NZD in our
forecast, but acknowledge the downside risk of an economic slowdown in China, which would hurt NZ
exports. Despite RBNZ raising interest rates in April by 50 basis points to 1.5%, a further hike is expected.

Oil/Freight

Oil markets remain tight as the west moves away from Russian supplies, with limited room for supply
disruptions. Seasonal higher demand is expected and any relaxations of China’s lockdowns could
further support prices. Port congestions, especially in Asia, put upside risk on container freight rates.

La Niña Still Dominant Across Aotearoa
Soil moisture anomaly (mm), 1 May 2022
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Temperatures in May are very likely to be above average across the
North Island and west of the South Island, and likely to be near or above
average in the north and east of the South Island.
Air pressure is forecast to be higher than normal in the east of New
Zealand and lower than normal in the northwest, resulting in more
frequent easterly quarter winds than normal. Westerly quarter winds are
expected to reduce.

NIWA anticipates that rainfall will be near or below normal in the west of
the North Island, and north and east of the South Island. For the
remainder of the country, rainfall is likely to be near or above normal in
May. Irregular rainfall patterns are likely to continue in May, with the risk
of heavy rainfall and flooding.
Soil moisture levels are likely to be below normal in the west of the
North Island and near normal in the east of both Islands.

Source: NIWA, Rabobank 2022

What to watch
•

Marine Heat Wave (MHW) conditions are continuing to delay cooler seasonal temperatures. Ocean surface temperatures around
New Zealand ranged from 0.3°C to 2.7° C above average during April. Warmer temperatures in May will be welcome news for farmers,
helping to extend the growing season and set up adequate feed covers for winter.

Global Supply Growth Still Slow
Global dairy commodity prices presented a mixed bag in April 2022, as weaker demand has
begun to appear. Export returns for Oceania butter and cheese prices remained at or near record
levels but softer powder prices crept through as price resistance started to appear. WMP prices slid
over April with main buyer China impacted by lockdowns and additional products offered on the
Global Dairy Platform. SMP prices nudged past WMP in April, despite prices softening by the end of
that month. The first GDT auction for May showed a clear weaker price trend emerging, centred on a
cloudy demand picture amidst reverberations from the pandemic and the Ukraine invasion.

Emma Higgins
Senior Agricultural Analyst
New Zealand

emma.higgins@rabobank.com

The milk supply situation in export regions continues to underwhelm, supporting the case for
farmgate prices to remain elevated compared to the five-year average. New Zealand March milk
supplies were lower by almost 2% YOY, turning the run of weaker milk supply growth into an eightmonth streak, as a result of weather challenges across most of the season. EU-27 milk production for
February moved into positive territory at 0.5% YOY. Milk production titans Germany and France
continue to face headwinds with high costs and margin pressure. The UK saw milk production slide
by 2.5% for March 2022 YOY. US March milk collections dipped 0.5% behind YOY, while the US dairy
herd increased by 15,000 head.

Opening forecasts for the 2022/23 season. With farmers well into establishing new season’s
budgets, processor opening forecasts for the season beginning 1 June 2022 are eagerly anticipated.
The weak supply fundamentals support another profitable farmgate milk price. Yet, the fog of war is
clouding forecasts, and with more risk than usual at this time of the cycle, it’s likely that there will be a
wide variety in opening ranges.

What to Watch
•

Dairy

Palm oil exports from Indonesia – Global vegetable oil markets continue to fly high with war
and protectionism measures reducing the availability of supply and supporting elevated pricing.
Indonesia has recently announced a palm oil export ban, which will help support higher prices for
the vegetable oil markets. This will help to limit manufacturers looking to switch from dairy fats to
other vegetable substitutes in light of strong dairy prices; but the ban will have a knock-on effect
for global food price inflation concerns.

Milk Production Remains a Mixed Bag
Global dairy prices, 2016-2022
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China Lockdowns a Concern
Global beef pricing remains strong amidst mounting economic and supply chain pressure
in key markets. New Zealand’s total beef export earnings hit a new record in March 2022,
totalling NZD 470m, up 27% YOY due to high prices and despite export volumes down 11% YOY
due to supply chain challenges.
Significant disruptions are impacting supply chains – from processing and shipping, to
cold storage and food delivery. New Zealand’s March exports to China were down 10% YOY,
despite strong local demand and pricing. Around a third of China’s population is now impacted
by lockdowns. While many consumers are unable to consume beef via foodservice channels,
struggles to access beef via retail have also emerged as consumers can’t leave their homes to
get to supermarkets and online orders are not being reliably delivered. We expect that the
volume of beef exported from New Zealand to China will reduce in the coming months as
supply chain disruptions and backlogs in China limit import volumes. However, export values
are anticipated to remain strong as consumer demand for beef is still high. But if lockdowns are
prolonged then consumer confidence could reduce, negatively impacting beef pricing.
Genevieve Steven
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New Zealand
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The backlog of stock to be processed in New Zealand remains. As of 2 April 2022 (week 26)
the national cattle kill was tracking 7.9% behind, with the cow kill furthest behind at -14.9%.
Farmgate pricing remained elevated and held steady in April. The AgriHQ North Island bull
price was NZD 5.90/kg cwt throughout April, which is NZc 73 above the five-year average for
April. RaboResearch anticipates that the North Island bull price will continue to hold at a similar
pricing level in May.

What to Watch

Beef

•

New Zealand beef exports to the US continue to decline – New Zealand beef exports to
the US were 18% lower YOY in March, due to supply chain challenges (processing and
shipping). However, worsening economic conditions in the US are a risk to consumer
demand going forward. Inflation hit a 40-year high at 8.5% in the US in March 2022.

Consumers Still Want Beef
AgriHQ North Island bull price
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Lamb Logistics Strained
New Zealand sheepmeat export volumes for March were 25% behind the three-year
average for the month. Processing delays and supply chain challenges are limiting export
volumes. As of 2 April, the national lamb kill for the season was 14.2% behind YOY (1.67m
lambs).
Export volumes to the EU-27 countries and UK remain subdued. ADHB has reported that UK
lamb consumption for the first 12 weeks of 2022 was down 25.3% YOY. Inflation is driving up the
cost of living (CPI hit 7% in March) and impacting demand for lamb. The average price of lamb
in March 2022 was 6.9% higher YOY.
On a positive note, exports to the US in March were 47% higher YOY. Strong demand from
the US for Easter lamb is an encouraging sign in the lead up to ‘grilling season’ that the growth
in US demand for New Zealand lamb through 2021 is likely to continue. However, with inflation
reaching 8.5% in the US in March, consumer willingness to pay could be tested.
Genevieve Steven
Agriculture Analyst
New Zealand

genevieve.steven@rabobank.com

The AgriHQ South Island lamb price remained steady at NZD 8.10/kg cwt through April –
NZD 1.89 above the five-year average price. Strong demand from key markets continues to
underpin high export earnings. Favourable seasonal conditions in Australia are supporting the
ongoing recovery of the sheep flock, and the retention of more ewes. This is supporting
demand for New Zealand mutton.
RaboResearch anticipates that farmgate lamb and mutton pricing will hold steady in May,
supported by US demand. Lockdowns in China are expected to impact export volumes in May.

What to Watch

Sheepmeat

•

China’s management of Covid – With widespread lockdowns currently in China, the key
question is: how long will they last? A significant downside price risk remains if Chinese
lockdowns continue for months as opposed to weeks, with a risk of lingering impacts on the
Chinese economy. We will be monitoring the situation closely, particularly in the lead up to
the winter months when sheepmeat consumption is highest.

Lamb Holding, but Headwinds Brewing
AgriHQ South Island lamb price
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Bracing for More Inflation
Food inflation sequentially increased in the recent quarter to March 2022.
Headline food and beverage inflation reached 6.7%. This was part of a broader spike in
inflation across the New Zealand economy. It was broad-based food inflation. The
largest contributor was fruit and vegetables. However, a jump in the price across the
meat and dairy aisles was also evident.
Consumers need to brace for more pain. Food inflation will remain elevated in the
approaching quarters, as several of the forces driving food prices higher will still be
impacting the food system. These include high input costs, distribution, and raw
materials. There is more upside potential in packaged food and in out-of-home
channels.
Michael Harvey
Senior Analyst

+61 3 9940 8407
michael.harvey@rabobank.com

Downstream
Markets

A close eye is now on how consumers respond. Consumer purchasing power is
under pressure given wider cost-of-living pressures. This poses a downside risk to the
sales performance of discretionary categories. On the flip side, affordable offerings can
perform well. Food and beverage companies will be looking towards innovation as an
instrument to improve consumer value.

What to Watch
•

Global food inflation – This is not only a New Zealand story. Households all around
the world are facing cost-of-living pressures and higher food costs. The potential
consumer response and volume reduction in food and beverage sales could be more
pronounced in emerging markets – particularly in key export destinations in Asia.

Broad-based Food Inflation in New Zealand
Consumer price index, March 2022
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No Sustained Reprieve From High Prices
The ongoing war in Ukraine and sanctions on Belarus and Russia continue to be the main
drivers of volatility in fertiliser markets. Global prices for potash and phosphate, in AUD
equivalent terms, rose 10.2% and 10.1%, respectively, during April. Overseas urea prices
declined 25% MOM but the decline is expected to be temporary.
The continued flow of fertiliser exports from Russian ports to ‘friendly’ countries and a smaller than
expected Indian IPL tender have moved global urea prices down from their March high. We do not
expect a sustained, or further, decline in urea prices unless hostilities cease in Ukraine,
something that is considered unlikely in coming months. High energy prices are likely to keep urea
prices trading in elevated ranges over the course of the year.
Potash prices continue to be supported due to the world’s large trade reliance on Belarus and Russia.
Potash purchased prior to the war continues to flow from Russia to South America. However,
shipments from Belarus are stymied following the loss of access to the port of Klaipėda in Lithuania
earlier in the year as a result of EU and US sanctioning Belarus. Russian export shipments are likely to
continue, but payment difficulties due to western sanctions and high freight costs may disrupt flows.
We expect further potash price upside for the next few months, with any downward momentum
driven by demand destruction.
Phosphate prices are expected to see further upside in 1H 2022. Any downside in 2H 2022 prices
will depend on whether China re-enters the market or demand destruction comes into play.
Agrochemical prices have likely peaked but are expected to remain elevated through 2022.

What to Watch

Farm Inputs

•

Russia stops gas supply to Europe – On 27 April, Russia cut off natural gas flows to Poland and
Bulgaria after they refused to make payments in Rubles. Polish sources say that fertiliser production
has continued undisrupted. Bulgaria, on the other hand, appears more vulnerable due to
insufficient LNG import infrastructure. If more EU countries are cut off, those countries will face
higher gas and, consequently, urea prices and will need to cut back on application. If the EU
decides to sanction Russian oil and gas, we will also see upward price pressure for urea.

New Zealand Fertiliser Prices Keep Rising
Local reported retail fertiliser prices

High natural gas prices are expected to prevent
sustained movement to lower urea prices globally
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Further Tightening
The NZD currently trades at USc 0.65, lower than a month ago when the NZD stood at 0.69.
For now we maintain our outlook for the NZD to trade at 0.70 on a three-month view.
•

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) decided to accelerate the pace of monetary
tightening and increased interest rates by 50 basis points to 1.5% in April.

•

By doing this, the central bank hopes to grant themselves some extra flexibility in light of
global disruptions in supply chains and volatility in commodity markets as a result of Covid19 lockdowns in China and the war in Ukraine.

•

As such, the RBNZ hopes to mute the risk of rising inflation expectations. The RBNZ
monetary policy committee notes that they remain committed to preventing high inflation
from becoming entrenched. In short: expect more interest rate hikes.

•

In the meantime, the domestic economy shows strong performance. Despite strong
current growth, the future might be more clouded. Consumer confidence regressed over
the past few months indicating a potential slowdown in consumption. Unemployment is
below its sustainable level, which means labour shortages could impact business.

•

The combination of these growth constraints, higher prices, and higher interest rates
dampens the economic outlook for the second half of the year.

Wouter van Eijkelenburg
Economist & Strategist

wouter.van.eijkelenburg@rabobank.nl

What to Watch:
•

FX

•

•

The NZD remains one of the better-performing G10 currencies in the year to date. That said, it
lost a lot of traction through April, despite another rate hike from the RBNZ.
Slower Chinese growth is a headwind for NZ’s economic outlook, in view of the strong trade
links between the two countries. A weaker outlook for China, and (by implication) for world
growth, also supports the view that the safe haven USD could be stronger for longer. Our
current forecast suggests scope for a move back towards USc 70 by the end of this year.
More RBNZ rate hikes are to be expected.

NZD Lost Some Ground in Recent Weeks
NZD and AUD both lost ground against USD in April 2022
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Oil Price Strength Expected To Continue
After a choppy month, global oil prices are heading into May with positive momentum. The
continued price strength is noteworthy as it occurs despite heavy Covid lockdowns in China, the
world’s largest oil importer. The inevitable easing of these strict measures in China could unleash
significant pent up demand in the coming months. Global oil supplies are tight and with the west
pushing away from Russian oil imports, the tightness is likely to continue. The high-demand summer
period in the northern hemisphere is fast approaching. New Zealand energy prices, a key farm input
cost, will remain volatile in a mix of tight global supply, geopolitics, and demand uncertainty.
Xinnan Li
Analyst – F&A Supply Chains

xinnan.li@rabobank.com

Viet Nguyen
Analyst – F&A Supply Chains

Global container rates continued to hold steady, as China’s Covid-19 lockdowns impacted
export manufacturing volume and its domestic transportation. Containers started to pile up in
the Port of Shanghai, after being offloaded from carriers but not picked up by truckers. Goods in
reefers are especially at risk due to their limited shelf-life and time sensitivity. Globally, one in five
containers is stuck in port congestions, with over a quarter of these in Chinese ports.

In contrast to dry container rates, global refrigerated containers (reefer) rates are expected to
continue increasing throughout 2022. This upward trend is mainly due to the imbalance of reefer
equipment: they are not positioned where needed. Of the total of 3.5m reefer TEUs (20-foot
equivalent unit) worldwide, nearly a third are currently stuck in Asia, mainly in China. There are huge
deficits in major exporting regions, including South America (-670,000 TEUs), Southern Africa
(-100,000 TEUs), and Oceania (-220,000 TEUs).

viet.nguyen@rabobank.com

Oil &
Freight

What to Watch
•

Oil markets globally remain tight – As the west moves away from Russian supplies there
remains limited room for supply disruptions. High northern hemisphere demand coupled
with potential relaxations of China’s lockdowns elevate upside price risk.

•

Port congestions, especially in Asia, put upside risk on dry and reefer container freight
rates.

Source: AIP, Bloomberg, Rabobank 2022

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank 2022

Oil Prices Have Reached Record Highs
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Agri Price Dashboard
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Agri Price Dashboard
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Want To Keep Up to Date With the
Latest Food & Agribusiness Insights?
Make our insights your advantage – Stay ahead of developments in your industry by
subscribing to our podcast channel on your favourite podcast app.
Our podcasts are a fast and easy way to engage with our latest research findings and
industry developments, right on your phone.
Most Apple devices have the Podcasts app pre-installed – if not, you can find it in the
App Store. On Android devices, Stitcher and TuneIn Radio are popular podcast apps.

Here’s how to access our podcasts:

Podcasts

•

Simply search for “Rabobank” in your podcast app

•

Click on our food & agribusiness podcast channel

•

Hit subscribe!
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